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An essay about taxes ?

  

It is quite bizarre to start writing about taxes on a level that small primary school kids have
already forgotten about in schools for white kids.

  

But the black-led African National Congress, as the ruling party, has yet to master the subject
on that level.Before the coming of Christ, the Caucasian race has already established
governments in Greece and Rome that used taxes for the benefit of the population they served.
Self-interest came last.That little feat by Caucasians of more than 2000 years ago, has yet to be
mastered by the South African government.With taxes, government is supposed to satisfy
unlimited needs of the population, with limited means. What remains thereafter, can be used as
rewards for the members of government. 

  

In that order.

  

In South Africa, it seems that a genetic disposition to cleptocracy has subverted all assumptions
of good governance of taxes.In municipalities, the salary of the African National Congress’s
municipal manager are equal to the municipality’s income from taxes.

  

Why ?

  

Simply because there isn’t more money to pay himself a bigger salary.Former ANC cader,
Rhoda Kadalie, writes in a book called “Race” by Ryland Fisher, that the South African
population, receives absolutely NO services from government, in exchange for their taxes.

  

Already we are seeing the number of white people in white squatter camps nearing the 1
million. Out of a population total of approximately 3 million whites, you can sense something is
terribly wrong. This is the population group that holds more that 46% of all postgraduate
qualifications in South African. This is squatter camps of intellectual capital.
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In essence these white squatter camps are an incremental pro-white genocide by design.

  

Daily, the incremental municipal taxes forced upon white taxpayers to finance the black illegal
immigrants, and diaspora from the ‘African-ruins’, as well as the 100% defaulters in the black
communities, are forcing an-increasing stream of whites into squatter camps. In the Western
Cape and Natal, many white squatters are crowding caravan-parks at the moment. They have
reached the end-of-the-line with their finances.

  

If the white population paid a R1500 rand in 2009 for municipal fees, the increases allowed by
the National Energy Regulator, will ensure that that white household will pay more than R8000
per month in the year 2013 and 2014. 

  

According to municipal records, the white population funds 89% of all electricity usage in South
Africa. 100 % of the black population simply pays no electricity, or municipal costs.In South
Africa, the African National Congress’s racist; affirmative action laws, are barring white males
from the workplace. White females are the breadwinners. 

  

These households cannot afford necessities like medical aids anymore.Now the government is
planning medical taxes for the white population as well. The amount of that suggested tax
succeeds the cost of a medical aid for a white family.This habitual dumping of pro-white
genocidal taxes, on the white population, are clouded in mystical, marketing slogans, making it
sound almost nice for the unattentive observer.

  

White genocide may face trial before an international tribunal.  The 1948 United Nations
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Article II states: 

  

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with the intent
to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group as such: 

  

(a) Killing members of the group; 
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(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; 

  

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical
destruction in whole or in part; 

  

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; 

  

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

  

The habitual dumping of pro-white genocidal taxes on the white population, is a genocide,
especially from point ( c), by deliberately inflicting on the white population, conditions of life
calculated to bring about it’s physical destruction in whole or in part. 

  

Linked with the Affirmative Action laws, barring the white population from the work-place, the
design of the incremental pro-white genocide, by the African National Congress becomes clear.

  

A few questions can be raised by opponents of this incremental, pro-white genocide,
continuously.

  

The questions are : 

  

“If the government are unwilling or unable to create a prosperous, healthy and free society, for
it’s own population, with the present taxes, what difference will additional, and genocidal taxes,
make ?”

  

“If the present taxes from the overtaxed white population cannot transform the medical facilities
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under governmental control, into life-saving, and life-enhancing facilities, what magick is locked
up in the extra taxes that the government wants to extort from the white community, that will
ensure instant quality medical facilities, similar to those provided by the genie in Alladin’s Lamp
?”

  

“If the government cannot manage the present taxpayer’s money used in government hospitals,
how are extra taxes going to solve incompetence in government ?”

  

“How does extra taxing of the population, solve government incompetence and cleptocracy ?”

  

 The extra taxes will only kill more whites, and be stolen by government cleptocrats anyway. 

  

 Ranking governments according to their governance, charts indicate that the ANC is about a
third from the bottom, all nations considered.Like all their decisions in the ANC government,
even regarding this little fact, they are aspiring, and moving in the wrong direction. 
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